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Abstract: This paper develops a framework of recreational travel behavior model that
considers the interrelations amoqg'different choices, such as destination choice and travel
mode choice. To specify the preference interrelations, the concept of "product bundling"
will be introduced to the discrete choice model. This framework can be useful in
formulating marketing strategies for recreational sites, because it can make the suggestions
about what kind of combinations of recreational components are more prefened by consumers.
Empirical analyses were employed to the behavioral survey data extracted from the
recreational travel survey in Nara-Prefecture, Japan.
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I.INTRODUCTION

Demand model for recreational travel is usually composed of several choice models
representing different travel choice elements, such as departure time, destination, travel mode,'
route, and excursion. It assumes that travelers select a combination of these components.
In traditional travel demand models, the choice decision for each component is assum-ed to be
independent . of others, - and researchers paid very little attention to the possible
intenelationships among decision components.

However, in real world there can exist specific or implicit intenelations among these choice
variables. For example, travel agenciei often offer'various types of recreadional package
tours composed of a'particular cdmbination of travel decision'components. Usuilly, tHe
price of travel package tours is less than the simple addition of the price of individual travel
comDonents included in the packase. It imolies that there exists an interdeoendence amons
pric6 of decision componenti as re*flected in the discount of prices. Anothei example whicf,
is not so explicit but very intuitive is about the intenelationship between the attractfveness of
a particular destination'and travel mode. Travelers tend io think that they will go to
paiticular recreational destinations by particular travel modes, because they 'may feil the
freryiur.n of the attractiveness of ieireation created by th6 particular ,iombination of
destination and travel mode.

With this backeround. this oaper develoos a framework of recreational demand model that
considers speciTically'the inienelations among different choices, such as destination choice
and travel inode chrlice. Specifoins the inte"rdependence between the choices of different
categories is probably not an-easy tasl, even if we use a powerful and sophisticated modeling
framlework such as nested loeit.' It ii because there ari no interrelatiohs between differeni
levels of nests in nested logif model. In order to speci& the interrelations, the concept of
"product bundline" or "maiket basket analvsis" will be introduced to recreational derirand
model within the-context of discrete choice modeling. This framework could be useful in
formulating-the marketing strategies for recreational sites, because it can make the suggestions
about what kind of combinations-of recreational components are more attractive to coiiumers.
Finally, the framework is empirically tested by uding behavioral data extracted from the
recrea:tional travel survey in Nara Prefecture, Japan.

We make a brief review on the previous recreational travel behavior analvsis and the
marketing literature related to the inierdependence urmong choice behaviors in s6ction 2. In
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section 3, the modeling framework of intenelated discrete choice is presented. Finally, an
empirical analysis is carried out with the recreational travel survey data in order to recorifirm
the interdependencies among diflerent choices in section 4.

2. RESEARCH REVIEW AND POSITON OF OUR STUDY

In the context of travel behavior analvsis. nested losit fNL) model is one of the most widelv
used models, which consider ttre mrittiaimensionaf cfioice behavior (e.s. Monkawa et al'.,
1995). Usually. in the NL framework, altematives belonging to'elch nest stage are
composed of a iingle choice category only, that is. the first sta[e lor travel mode choiEe, the
second for trip frequency, the third for trip destination and so on. This is mainly because of
the convenience for the identification of tree structure. The NL structure, however, has
several limitations. First, the correlation structure, which specifies the interdependence
between choice altematives, exists not among the altematived belonging to diffeient nest
stages. but among the altematives belonging tb the same nest stage. 

- 
Hence, it admits the

interdependence only within the same choice categories such as travel mode, and does not
allow for the interdependence between travel mode and destination. Second. there may be
potentially many different choice structures and the researcher may have trouble in deciiling
which nest structure is best empirically. Third, even if the nest structure is specified such as
the upper level for destinationiand the lower level for travel modes, it only describes that the
travel modes for the same destinations are more similar than the travel modes for the different
destinations. The NL framework, hence, cannot speci$ the interdependence between
different choice categories in general. In the same way, even if the extended models from
generalized extreme value (GEV) family, such as paired combinatorial logit, cross-nested
logit and generalized nested logit (e.g. Koppelman and Sethi, 2000) are employed, the
structures of these models cannot specifu the interdependence between different categories.
They only allow for the interdependence between 'elemental altematives', which are
com-posed of the combinations of destination altematives and travel mode alternatives.
Morlover, the cross effects beyond different categories cannot be incorporated in such a
framework.

Some models succeeded in avoiding such multidimensional choice problems. Tay et al.
(1996) developed a portfolio model ofrecreational trips, which included destination, duration
and fiequency. assuhing that travelers choose one out of a set of trip portfolios which are
composed of several choice categories. In this framework, Train et al. (1987) proposed a
portfolio model of local telephone services. These models, however, do not specify the
interdependence between diffelent choice categories.

On the other hand, marketing science literature have many research perspectives on so called
"multiple-category decision-"makins", in which the choic'e of one piodu'ct is affected by themultiple-category decision-iraking", inrvhich the choici: o.f one piodgi:t is.affected by the"multlple-categor
presence ofotherpresenbe of otf,er products belongii'g to different categories (e.g. Russell et q1..1997 Rtissell
bt al.. 1999). - According -to Ruisell et al. (1999). there are three types of .famous

presence of otherproducts belonging to difl'erent categones (e.g. Russell et al.. 1997,. Russell
bt al.. 1999). According to Ruisell et al. (1999). there are three types of famous
cross-category choice dependence: cross-category consideration, cross-category learning, and
pr.o.dycl bundling. Especially, product bundling.is s.aid 19 be.the most important concept,product bundling. Esptlcially, product bundlin! is said to be the most important concept,
*trictr tras also Een eniployed iri our study. Protuct bundling is defined as d choice procg'ss,
which results in the selection of two or more non-substitutable products (Russell et a1...1999).
This definition implies that in the multiole catesory choice Situations. such as books and
movies as alternative entertainment choices, choic6s iir one category alter the utility of choices
in other categories. Moreover, it is said that bundling strategy of existing products can result
in cost savinEs due to the Dresence ofeconomics ofsc-ale. Il6nce, there Exists a considerable
literature on-optimal bunille pricing policies from the perspective of the supply side (e.g.
Hanson and Martin, 1990; Chuang and Sirbu, 1999).

For the demand side, bundling can be used as an effective tool for extracting consumer
surplus. If we get io know The more preferable combinations of choice catEgories and
nori-oreferable ori-es. we can desisn an ideal fixed bundline that produces more consumer
sumfus. For example. it is orobablv not a eood idea to offdr simultaneous discounts on the
moie preferable cornbinatiohs of froductsl if they tend to be bought together. Instead,
discouhted one would pull in sal6s of the other. The understanding- of the preference
interdependence betweed different categories is indispensable for such goal.

The concept "Market Basket Analysis" may be useful for inspecting the customers' preference
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structures on several products. The analysis mainly focuses on predicting the choice of a
bundle (or basket) of multiple-category products on the shopping trip. The main feature of
market basket analysis is to incorporate the interdependence in demand relationships across
the categories in the final basket when cashing. Recently, several researches incorporating
the market basket analysis into the discrete choice framework can be seen. Ben-Akiva and
Gershenfeld (1998) presented the modeling framework based on nested logit model and
applied it to enhanced custom-calling features for residential telephone service choice.
Manchanda et al. (1999) proposed a truttivariate probit model allowing for simultaneous.
interdependent choice of many items and formulated the utiliry functions incorporating the
affection of the pricing and promotional change in one category to other categories. They
concluded that hot a6counting for such faciors simultane6uily could lead-to erroneous
inferences. More recently, R[ssell and Peterson (2000) propos'ed the multivariate logistic
market basket model assuming that the researcher can specifu the probability that a consumer
chooses one catesorv in the basket- siven an information on the actual choice outcomes in all
other choice catefiories. They empfiasized the ease of computation of the proposed model.

Among these three market basket models, the model in Ben-Akiva and Gershenfeld (1998)
cannot identifu the intenelated oreference structue endosenouslv. since it imposes on the
bundline strat6sv'of the products in an ad-hoc manner. bn the-other hand, the latter two
models "can mf,ie infererice of preference interdependence directly based on the estimated
parameters. These three models, however, consider only the choice situations that
alternative options for each product categories are "buy" or "not buy". In the havel demand
framework. there are at least two altematives to be considered.

Hence. according to the above discussions. we extend certain aspects of the product bundling
consideration, which were proposed by Manchanda et al. (1999) and Russell and Peterson
(2000). so that these modefs chn be afplicable in two alternatives choice situation. In the
next section, two discrete choice mod6fs considering intenelated recreational travel demand
are formulated.

3. MODELLING APPROACH

3.1 Specification of the Travelers' Choice Situation

Let n denote a traveler who faces a choice situation, in which he chooses one of two
altemative travel modes and one of two alternative destinations. We define this situation as

two-categories simultaneous choice behavior. The choice situation is illustrated in Figure l.

Figure 1. Specification of Choice Situation
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Vloreover, all rariables appearing in both travel mode choice and destination choice are
expressed as the difference of each two alternatives (e.g. the attribute of altemative No.l
minus the attribute of alternative No.2).

Under these assumptions, first. the formulation of a bivariate probit model is reported in
section 3.1. Second. the formulation with multivariate logistic model (multinomial logit
model) is shown in section 3.3. Although the formulations of both models are based on
random utilitv maximization. the structuresof the models are quite different and independent.

3.2 Model l: Bivariate Dichotomous Probit Model with Cross-Categora Dependence

In model l. we represent the interaction between travel mode choice and destination choice by
introducing these tuo clements such as:

(i) Variables lvhich affect another choice category alternately'(Cross-Category Variables).
(ii) Conelation structure between the utility, which constructs travel mode choice. and the

utility that constructs destination choice.
Each travel choice behavior is represented mathematically as follows. These two choice
models are nou formulated separately. but are integrated by their correlation structure later.

Travel Mode Choice Model

,,,,,,,. -tl 
,f ,;),'''" > 0 : the case that Travel Mode I is chosen 

e\t't = 
lo ,f ,',','''" < 0 :the case that Travel Mode 2 is chosen 

\-'

Destination Choice l\{odcl

u)""'" = pn'*" *Y'' + y''"'' z'f;" + ef;"'"

u',*" -pDestxt:st +yu*"2f;*" +ef;"

(l)

(3)

A,., =[l 
,1' ,',"" > 0 : the case that Destination I is chosen 

(4.1
" lO if ,'j"' < 0 : the case that Destination 2 is chosen

Where.

.llode
un

Dest
un
, Mode

Qn

, Dest
an

llodex,

Dest
xu

utility for travel mode choice (latent variable)
utility for destination choice (latent variable)
indicator linking between the observed travel mode choice behavior and the

latent utility unMd'

indicator linking between the observed destination choice behavior and the

latent utility n,D"t'

vector ofobservable explanatory variables, which directly affect travel mode

choice
vector ofobservable explanatory variables, which directly affect destination
choice
vector of observable explanatory variables related to destination choice,
which indirectly affect travel mode choice (cross-effect variables)
vector of observable explanatory variables related to travel mode choice,
which indirectly affect destination choice (cross-effect variables)

\lodt I j(stEn , En ; unobserved disturbances. which follow bivariate normal distribution.
Here the mean of xnu'd" andr-nu"" are both 0's. the variances of them
are both l's, and their covariance is p (unknown parameter)
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P'*" , f'' , 9*n , {*" : vectors of unknown parameters

Amons these variables. the cross-effect variable s: z,Mod' and z,tu" seem to be difficult to
undersland. Hence, we show one concrete example in order to understand the meaning of
these values at first. Here, let us specifr these variables as:

z,D"t' : index ofattractiveness for traveler n to have for the recreational destinations

z,Md' : index of comfortableness for traveler n to have for the travel modes

The coefficients for the cross-effects variables: {*" und /"' reDresent the magnitude of
cross-effect yariables: znuoo" and z,&" respectively. For example, if the sign of thelstimated
parameter ln'' is positive, it means that-an incr6ase !p the attractivenessbf Destination (l)
brinss aboit an iricrease in utility of Travel Mode (D. In this case, the attractiveness of
Dest'ination (l) and the utility of Tiavel MSdp C are positive covariates. On the other hand.
if the sien riithe estimated paranneter {* is negative, it follows that an increase in the
comforta'bleness of Travel Mride Cbrinis.about an-increase in utility of Destination (2). In
this way, the estimated parameters of Y*' and fn" directly reprbsent the cross-category
deoend6nce between travel mode choice and destination choice: whether they are the
coinplements or substitutes of each other. This insight is very meaningful for undi:rstanding
the e-ffects of the policy for travel mode on the recreational destinations.

Next, the correlated erlor strulture of 1e,Mod', t,*"; ,.prrr.nts the co-incidence relationship
between travel mode (D or (D and destination (l) or(2). We canunderstand the specific
relationship of co-incidence^ly estimated parameter p. For example,jf p , 0, then an
increase in'the travel mode ets utility or a decrease in the travel moile @'s'utility will lead
to an increase in the utility ofdestination (l) relatively. In other words, the error covariance
o caDtures the linkase between the uncontrollable and unobservable factors that drive
iimultaneous choices "of travel mode and destination. Of course, the enor structure arises
because of the model misspecification (such as omitted variables or not considering the
travelers' choice sets). Thii must be kept in mind while drawing statistical inferences based
on the error conelation terms.

Finallv. the above model formulation of the simultaneous choice of travel mode and
destiniiion results in a bivariate probit model. It is important to note that the bivariate probit
model is ouite different from the binomial orobit model or multinomia/ probit model. The
latter two models onlv allow the choice of'one altemative from a set of mutually exclusive
two or more alternatives. Finallv. the simultaneous choice probabiliw of travel mode and
destination indexed by d,'*" and i,D"" is formulated as:

vr(a!& ,af;")=@r(*{*' ,*?" ,p*)

where <Dz(.) denotes the bivariate cumulative normal distribution and the definitions of other
functions are as follows. For example, the equation (10) denotes the bivanate normal
distribution and the equation (9) denote-s the cumulative distribution of it.

,!*" =(ray* -t\gu*'*Y* +,t''nr?n)

wf'' = Qo:'" -t[0''-'xI" * "tu'' rY*)

p* =(2d!* -t\2af;" -t)p

o, (s,,s,,o) = t I'_Or(Q,,Q,o)dqdq,

0, (q,, q,.,)= rdrr *rP##*)

(s)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(e)

(10)
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We can estimate Pn'o", f0"", Bo'n, {*' and p by applying the maximum likelihood method
to the formulation (51. The parameters of the bivariate probit models (including the
covariance parzrmeter p) can be easily computable by using econometric software such as
LIMDEP (Econometric Software Inc.. 1998).

3.3 Model2: Bivariate Dichotomous Logit Model with Cross-Cetegory Dependence
\

It is the best way to induce the joint (simultaneous) choice probability that a travel mode and a
recreational destination are chosen together. However, in real travel behavior situation. it is
difficult to estimate the joint probability directly, since it requires a detailed understanding of
cross-catesorv demand relationshios (interdeoendence of different choice catesories). The
modeling lpproach proposed here is iri accordance with Russell and Peterson (2000), ind can
avoid these problems.

Suppose that a traveler n has made choices in recreational destination and is now considering
whiih travel mode is to be selected. The proposed approach'assumes that we can specifr
p(Travel Mode I Destination), the probability of selecting the particular travel mode, given the
known outcomes of the destination choice. In the same way, p(Destination I Travel Mode)
can be observed. The probability p(Travel Mode I Destination) and lDestination I Travel
Mode) are called "full conditional distributions" (Russell and Peterson, 2000). By using the
principles of Markov Random Field, we can induce the joint probability p(Travel Mode.
Destination).

In model 2, we represent the interaction between travel mode choice and destination choice by
introducing these two elements such as:

(i) variables which affects another choice category altemately (Cross-Category Variables);
the same as that of Model l,

(ii)conditional utility function for particular choice category, which includes the choice
results of other category as dummy variable.

The conditional utility (or choice probability) method requires the researchers to sp'eciS the
probability that each'choice category such is travel mride and destination will te given,
ionditioned that the choice results"of ill other choice categories are known. For exampTe, lei
us define the conditional utility of traveler n for travel mode conditional upon the result of
destination choice as:

(Conditional) Travel Mode Choice Model

u!& =pttd'x)''' *fo"r?"' +|ffd'/'' +vld'

,ur, _fl ,f ,!'' >0 :thecasethatTravel Modelis chosenun - 
io ,f ,y*' <o ; the case that Travel Mode 2 is chosen

In the same way, the conditional utility of traveler n for destination conditional upon the result
of travel mode choice as:

(Conditional) Destination Choice Model

(l l)

(12)

( l3)

(14)

u!' =pD"xf'' +l*zY +!ffid!* +v!''

rh., fl d r?' >0 :thecasethal Destinationlis chosenan =to ,f uf'<o :thecasethat Destination2ischosen

where the {gfinitions of unud" , ttrD"t', drMd', d,D"t', xr'd" . xrD"'. zrD"'. zrMd". FMe,tt',
B*"' and {'* are the same as those in Model l. We assume that the value of dn*"' is
llready knbwn in the equation (l l). whereas the value of dn'*" is known in the equation (13).
'fhe d6finitions of other variables are as follows:
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: the unobserved disturbances, which follow independent and identically
logistic distribution

: the unknown parameters, which specify the interdependence of, travel

mode choice and destination choice

(ls)

(l 6)

(t7)

Note that 4# ,o implies a positive association between the choice of travel mode C and

the choice of destination (l), while 4#.0 implies a negative association. In that sense.

ffi atld ffi are the same indicators as error-covariance parameter p shown in Model l.

Finallv. the conditional nrobabiliw of selectins travel mode C .an be express as the
binoniiil logit model condtioned th-at the choice r-esult of destination d,'"" is kno'wn.

t + exp [- (p""" x'!" + yn''" zi*" + e']i[a!*" ))

The equation (15) and equation (16) are the full conditional models in the context of travel
mode choice and destinafion choice. However, they are just the "conditional" distributions
and we need to formulate the joint distribution of the simultaneous choices of travel mode and
destination. For this task, we employ the "Factorization Theorem" proposed by Besag
(1974) in accordance with Russell and Peterson (2000). The proofofthe theorem is detailed
in Cressie (1993). The theorem provides a simple mathematical way of deriving a joint
distribution given a set of full conditional distributions. To adopt the theorem to our model
specification, the symmetry of the interdependence paramEters should be imposed as:

vr(a!*"=t I d?" )=r'(r1'* ro I ai"')
I

- 
r+exp[-(pModexydte +,{*"r?" +efff a!'))

In the same way, the conditional probability of selecting destination (l) can be express as:

vr(d!"" =t I a!l*")=Pr(uj'"" >0 I ay*)
I

w = qffil=o

Under this assumption, the ioint probability that, travel mode choice d,Mod" takes a value of a
and destination clioice d,nn takei value of b, is as follows:

vr(a{'t =q, dyde =b)=
exp(v,(a,b))

I,'.10, r 
1 
Ia'.{0, r1 

exP ( I', ('',b')) (18)

where a aqd. b are the dummy variables which take the values I or 0 dependent on the
travelers' choice. And then, V,(b,il is defined as:

v,(a,b)= q( gu*"x{'de +'fDeltzt:est)+b( 9""''x]-" +'{M't"zyd")+ qbe (19)

Although the model formulations (18) and (19) are derived as the logical conclusion of
applying the factorization theorem to equations (iS) ana (16), the emerge-cl formulations (18)
and (19) are equivalent to the multinomial logit formulation whose dettrministic part of the
utility functionare defined as (19) and whos6choice sets are the 2r combinations of travel
mode and destinations. The deterministic part of the global utility function V,(a,b) specifies
the simultaneous choice of 6gyel plgde pqd'dppg-nation"indexed by the par ot'(b,bi. 'Hence,
the unknown parameters P'od", l*'. F'"'', {*" and 0 are estirirated 'by usuil 

'niultinomiai

logit estimation proceduie. The iriterdefendence parameter 0 and' the cross-category
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dependence parameters t':", t''*' specify the interactions b€tween travel mode choice and
destination choice of travelers.

4. EMPIRICAL APPLICATION

Usins individuals travel survey data conducted in Japan, the two models proposed in previous
sectiSn are verified. We pr6sent a brief description of the data, the ipecification and
ooerationalization of explahatory variables. and bstimation results. We then discuss the
nisutts of the proposed rirodel arid compare'them. We conclude this chapter with the brief
description on model prediction.

4.1 Details of the Suruey Data and the Definition of Choice Alternatives

The data were taken from recreational travel survey conducted by Ministry of Construction in
Jaoan in 1997. (Refer to Mizokami and Furu-ichi; 1998, for the detail of the survey). The
ruhev was executed for examinine the personal and travel characteristics of travelers who
visiteil Nara Prefecture in Jaoan. It is wbtt known that Nara Pref. is one of the most famous
."ir.utiorit resions in Jaoan'and has the many recreational resources such as old shrines and
temples. Various inforniation on travelers reireational trips to Nara Pref. were strveyed'

As we mentioned above, we model the simultaneous choice behavior of travelers' travel mode
.t1oi.. *a recreational destination qhoice as shown in Figure l. As for ttr travel mode. tlre
privgtelv-oyne4car $ labeled ?s (D. whereas.the rgilr,r'au is labgled as (?. I'hese ale the

ffi them as the main transportation means.

On the other hand, we need to'divide the region into two destination zones. The criteriarve
for zonins are: the resional differences
lrea whiih includes \ara-Citv. Ikomt

of these two destinations are defined as (l):
and and (2I

historicalexist many
area, the latter includes manY natural

il;E;ii;i;;;;;;;;fi "i''i.riiii,"ti ortaoo' sports places and so on. Hence, we think
ih;.r;-;;; are well dift'erentiated. The zoninss of these destinations are shown in Figure 2'
recreational resources such as scenrc Spots, outcloor sports places ano So on. nence' we rntn

i6r;-;A are well dift'erentiated. The zonings of these destinations are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Zoningof Destination Areas

Destination I

F)estination 2

Prefecture in JaPan)

l!!!::!s
l:::::::::::t

k\\l
(Nara
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Under these assumptions on choice altematives, we focus on the simultaneous choice
behavior on the pair bf travel mode and destination. Here, the recreational travel data on the
first visited are-a of the travelers living in all of the Kansai-Area and the part of the
Chubu-Area. We extracted samples with full response to the variables of our ihterest (see

Table 2). Finally. the samples of total 1,243 travilers'data were used for the identification
of the models. Tne cross'tabulation of the choice results of these travelers are shown in
Table l.

Recrealional Demand Model as a Mixture of lntenelated Travel Behaviors

Table l. Cross Tabulation of Choice Results (Travel Mode vs. Destination)

Travel Mode

Destination

Mode O
(Car)

Mode O
(nailway) Total

Destination I
(urban erea)

425 145 510

Destination 2
(Suburbs Area)

501 172 6't3

Total 926 317 1,243

4.2 Specifications of Explanatory Variables

To specialize the cross-category dependence choice models as shown in previous section, we
need to define the explanatory variables. As we mentioned before, all variables are
expressed as the difference of two alternatives. The outlines of variable definitions are
displayed in Table 2.

As for the variable: Gender, Age, Accomp, NVehicle. Log(Rec) and Log(lnc), we can obtain
them from the travel survey data directly. On the other hand, the level of service (LOS)
variables (MTime, MCost, DTime and DCost) and the subjective ratings (Attl, Att2, Comfl
and ComP) carurot be observed except for the data on the choice pairs of travel mode and
destination the traveler actually chose. Hence, these data were substituted by the mean
values over the observed samples. Under these assumptions. the variables such as Wime,
MCost, DTime, DCost, Comf and Attract are defined as shown in Table 2.

As for the cross-effect variable zn*",tl:r:ee variables (DTime, Attl and Att2) are adopted. By
employing DTime as the cross-effect variable, we can infer how the transportation
improvement within each zonal level affects travel mode choice behavior. In the
Attractiveness ratings of Destination I and Destination 2, the categorization of the rating
ranges from best (5) to worst (l). In the same way, Wime and the subjective rating for the
comfortahleness of the rprivate cu (Comfl) and the railway (Com/2) are used for the
cross-effect v aiable z,M 

o
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Table 2. Definitions of Explanatory Variables

(a) Definition of x,'vd lwhictr can be seen in Eq.(l) and Eq.(l l): Travel Mode Choice Model)

,;,-^ : The mean travel time of destination I and destination 2 fiom home (Minute)Mttme'"""'" i (calculatedforeverytavelmode,ariddifferencedvalueisemployed)

Mt-ncr ' The mean favel cost per person of destination I and destinationa fi,fi horntfien)"'--"' 
: (calculated for every ravel mode, and differenced value is employed)

,4ga i Age ofthe respondent

Gender i I if the respondent is male, 0 if female.

Accomp I I ifthe respondent is accompanied by someone, 0 otherwise

Number ofprivate can owned by each household

Comf

ofthe sightseeing expendinre for dre respondent per year (log(Yen))

i Comfortableness ratings ofeach travel mode (5-point scale; I :worst - S:best)

1 ( = confi - comQ : calculated for every ravel mode, and differenced value is employed)

(b) Definition of 4/*"1which can be seen in Eq.(l) and Eq.(l l): Travel Mode Choice Model)

DTime
: The mean travel time of n'avelmode I and tavel mode 2 from home (Minute)

i (calculated for every destination and differenced value is employed)

Afi1 Attractivenes ratings of Destination I (5-point scale; l :wont - 5:best)

An2 Attractiveness ratings ofDestination 2 (S-point scale; l:worst - 5:best)

(c) Definition of x,b'lwhich can be seen in Eq.(2) and Ea.(12): Destination Choice Model)

DTime

Nosl

The mean travel time of ravel mode I and travel mode 2 from home (Minute)
lated for everv destination and differenced value is

The mean u-avel cost per p€rson mode I and travel mode 2 from home (Yen)
(calculated lor every destination and differenced value is employed)

Gender

Accomp I I ifthe respondent is accompanied by someone, 0 othenrise

is male, 0 if female.

Loglnc) r t-ogarithm oftne income for the respondent per year (log(Yen))

I Attractiveness ratings of each destination (s-point scale; I :worst - 5 :best)
| (= Attl - Au2: calcuiated for every ravel mode, and differenced value is employed)

(d) Definition ofald (which can be seen in Eq.(2) and Eq.(12): Destination Choice Model)

lvtTine
i The mean travel time of destination I and destination 2 from home (Minute)
i (calculated for every travel mode, and differenced value is employed)

Confl

ComJ2

; Comfortableness ratings of Travel Mode O scale; l:worst - 5:best)

i Comfortableness ratings ofTravel Mode @ (s-point scale; I :worst- 5:bes)

4.3 Estimation Results

The estimation results are shown in Table 3 and Table 4. Table 3 presents the estimation
results of Model I (Cross-Category Probit) and Table 4 for Model 2 (Cross-Category Logi$.
On the left side of each table, ihe estimation results of the Null model can be seen. whereas
that of the Fnl/ model on the risht side. The Null model in both Table 3 and Table 4 isnores
the cross-catesorv deDendenc; between travel mode choice and destination choice by
discarding the"vdriabl6s 2,D"" and z,Md". In each model (Model I and Model l), It ils

obvious ihat the goodness of fit of the Full Model is greater than that of the Nul/ Model,
judging from the value of McFadden's adjusted likelihood ratio.

Most of the estimates come out with the expected sigr and are significantly different from
zero at the 5o/o significance level, except for several parameters such its constqnls, Log(Rec).
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Losfind and Attract. Each parameter has the same sign in both Model I and Model 2,
thoijeh iome have different absolutes. The differences'in the absolutes of the parameters
maybe a result of the change in the scales of the models. On the other hand. the parameters
relited to Level of Services suchas MTime, MCost, DTime and DCost take positive signs. It
imolies that travelers do not alwavs reqard the travel time or cost as the traveling resistance
foi recreational trips. It is maiily b6cause that, for travelers. the din and buitle can be
resarded as an aftrdctiveness ofrecieational sites to some extent. This is one ofthe specific
ch-aracteristics of recreational travel behavior (e.g. International Association of Traffic and
Safety Sciences, 1998).

We find that the cross-effect variables such as Attt and Att2 in P"" take negalive coefficients
but not statistically significant. It means that the use of Travel Mode- @ (Railway) is
promoted if the attiactiieness specific to each destination increases. On the other hand. the
ioefficients of other cross-effdct variable: Comfl is negative. whereas that of ComD is
positive. It follows that travelers visit DestinAtion (t ) moie frequently than Destination (2) if
ihe comfortableness specific to Travel Mode (? increases. Moreover, the magnitudes of the
coefficients of cross-dffects parameters DTime are almost the same as the parameters DTime
included in the own-effects in both Table 3 and Table 4. This is true of the parameter MTime
too. These findings imply that the influence of the cross effects are as strong as their
own-effects.

On the other hand, the estimates such as p in Model I and 0 in Model 2 show the co-incidence
Dattern of the particular pair of travel modes and destinations. In both models, these
to-incidence indicator oarimeters are in the nesative sisn. This implies that an relative
increase in the utilitv oI the orivate car will leadto an inirease in the 'share of the travelers
who visit suburban'areas. Judging from both the parameter p and 0 and the McFadden's
adiusted likelihood index, the es[imition results of Model I show the fitness as good as those
of'Model 2. Of course. these results do not imply the general properties of the recreational
trips, because this empirical study is just a specific experiment. The more empirical cases
should be analyzed to generalize the results.

Journal of the Eastern Asia Society for Transportation Studies. Vol.4, No.2. October. 200 I
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4.4 Comparison of Elasticity Analysis by Cross-Category Probit Model

The estimated paftrmeters of choice models in preceding sections can be misleading. Tg !e
concrete, the absolute scale of the parameters fives a distorted picture of the response of the
deoendent variable to a chanse in rine of the st-imuli, since the rirodels are actually of a series
of' probability. Moreoverl from a managerial perspective on transport facilities or
recrlational sites, the most interesting aspectls of this research are. to exelute the elasticity
analysis in order to veriff the influe--nce'of the structures of the'proposed models on th-e

demand forecasting.

In this section, we compute the elasticity of the choice share of the priyatg 9ar.s.u4th respect to
a oarticular exolanatorv variables. Here. we especially focus on only Model I to compare
*ri: aetaitea reiults belween some null models and thi, full model. 

-The 
outlines of these

models are as follows:

The Null Model l: the model that accounts for neither cross-category variables z nor the
conelation-of error terms between travel mode choice and destination
choice (equivalent to fitting a separate probit regression for each
category).

The Null Model 2: the modi:l that accounts for cross-category variables z but still do not
account for'the error correlation (eqlivllent to the Null model of
Model I shown in chapter 3).

The Full Model: the bivariate probit inodel which incorporates both cross-category
variables and the error conelation.

When any of the covariates y increases by l% from initial value, the marginal elasticity for
bivariate'probit model is caliulated by the"following formula. The compu6tion procedire is
detailed in Greene ( 1 996, 1 997).

aEldu* lxu*",x*n ,zud",z'*o ,d*' =lf
Ay

- a (*r('"*,'*"'P'))
- ayl-- o@aT- )

=[
gu*"( rJ,p

Mode !)estw,w
@(r*") 9r,*.,

Ar(wr*,wo"u,p*)
fur* =O@rr)'( (21)

(and likewise for g *n (wM&,wg,,p*) )

y : any of the explanatory variable among xnM& , xrtut' , zrht' arrd rnu&
9ua".y,9o"o.y: the coefficient on the target variable y.

0(.) :

o(.):
the density function of the univariate standard normal distribution.
the univariate standard cumulative normal distribution function

Where each function and variable are defined as follows.

gr*(wu*,wo"o,P*) =

In above formulations, the suffix n, which denotes the traveler, is eliminated.

wbo
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Each elasticiry value for the above three models are respectively given by the formula (20) and
computed with the parameter estimates and some configuration of the data. We compute the
mardinal elasticitiei at the sample means of the variables. The sample means shown in

*lrr;'lirmit'"t',T,tp#id#'9,9fd:*"t"ge 
changes' rhat is''the table shows the

For each of the three models, the computed elasticity values are shown in Table 6. The
elasticity results employed by only tlree variables are shown for lack of space. The
sensitiviw of each v'atdUte of the futt model is larqest amons these three molels. This
means thit the existence ofcross-category dependencisuch as vlriables and error correlation
promotes the sensitivity of travel demands.

Table 5. Mean Values of Explanatory Variables (employed for Elasticity Analysis)

Variables Mean Variables Mean

MTime t6.32 Los(Rec) 3.018

MCost 59't.2 Log(lnc) 5.054

DTime - l 8.91 AuI 3.997

DCost -23't.3 Ail2 1.52t

Ase 42.95 Au -0.002 170

Gender 0.5873 Comfl 3.t45

Accomp 0.9496 ComJ2 3.649

NVehicle 1.422 Conf -0.4994

Table 6. Results of Elasticity Analysis (percentage changes)

Variables to be increased by l7o

Acomp Nl'ehicle Conf

Null Model I 0.2'159 0. l 003 0.0442

Null Model 2 0.3 104 0. l 068 0.1003

Full Model 0.2885 0. l0 l2 0.0537

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

In this DaDer. we orooosed a new concept on interdependence behaviors within the
recreatioiraf trios and a lramework of recreational travel btlhavior model that considers the
intenelations ainong different choices, such as destination choice and travel mode choice. In
ordir to soecifo tlie interrelations such as "cross-category dependence" or "co-incidence
conelationr', thti concept of "product bundling" or "Mark--et Bask-et Analysis" is introduced to
the discrete'choice moilel aciording to the mlrketing science literature. In this context. we
attimoted to formulate two modEls. The first ftodel is based on multivariate probit
formdlation and the second model is based on multivariate logistic distribution formulation or
.uitinomiat iosit formulation. This framework could be use-ful in formulating the marketing-
strateqies for -recreational sites, because it can make suggestions about what kind of
io*Uinutionr of recreational components are more attractivE to consumers. In order to
;;;frihtildels emoiricallv. the bbhavioral survey data extracted from the recreational travel
ru*Zv in Nara-Frefetture, J'apan, are employed. 

-The 
empirical results confirmed that there

iiiri'sisnincani interdependdnces betwe'en iravel mode c}oice and destination choice, and
ilr;i1h;';6oied models are suDerior to the Null models in terms of model fitness. Our
*;lvri; llso'ievealed that the probosed framework may sometimes bring about drastic change

in policy simulation compared'wifh the Null models.
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However, there is a great deal of scope for further works. First. one of the most important
works is to continue more empirical studies based on various recreational trip data. since the
most of the findings derived from this research did not confirm their generalities. Especially.
independent surveys could be considered so zls to validate the model results. Second, the
interdependence between two choice categories should be more specified by other than the
cross-category variables. One of the promising approaches is to adopt the recursive
simultaneous equations model involving two binary choice variables (Wilde, 2000). With
this approach, the choice result ofanother category will be specifically incorporated into the
models as choice dummy variables. Third, the proposed models cannot deal with the choice
situations that have more than three altematives to be considered in one category. For
example, if there exist three travel modes such as car. bus and railway, both of the proposed
two models are not applicable. In order to solve this problem, the multinomial random
variables should be [n'corporated (Strauss, 1977). Fin-ally, for better understanding of
bundling phenomenon or cross-category consideration. we need to look back on the principles
of human decision-making process. How human regards the several items as one category is
one of the most discussed iopics in psychological literature, called "Categorical Perception"
(e.g. Flamad ,1987). We strongly believe that such psychological phenomenon research can
be appropriate for understanding the mechanism of the private and not-constrained behavior
such as the recreational trips.

Recreational Demand Model as a Mixture of lntenelated Travel Behaviors
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